1. Introduction

Mathematical analysis tools provide an invaluable (and sometime essential!) tool for use within the engineering disciplines and are readily found in education, research and industrial applications. For example, within the industrial applications, mathematical analysis tools provide an essential aid at all stages of a product development from design through manufacture to test. Although there are a number of useful tools available, since its inception, MATLAB [1] has found a unique role within the engineering disciplines. Given the need to utilise this tool ultimately in both a research context and an industrial application context, there is a need to introduce students at the university level to the effective use of MATLAB, with a focus on the particular discipline area of the student.

In this chapter, the use of MATLAB is presented and discussed within a university education context and in particular the integration of MATLAB into the teaching and learning of semiconductor device fundamentals for electronic and computer engineering students. The aim is to support the student learning of semiconductor device operation, primarily diodes (silicon, germanium, Schottky barrier and Zener) and transistors (bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), junction field effect transistors (JFETs) and metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs)).

MATLAB is primarily used as a data analysis, presentation and reporting tool in this context, but the natural integration of MATLAB into the teaching and learning environment has two real purposes:

1. Firstly, it is an introduction to the tool for generic engineering and scientific design and data analysis.
2. Secondly, it is used to support the learning of semiconductor device operation.

The basic idea is that experiments are undertaken on practical devices, the results obtained are then analysed in MATLAB and finally compared to the ideal device (mathematical)
models. Hence, within MATLAB, actual data is used and mathematical models of ideal devices are developed. This is aimed as an introduction (targeting first year undergraduate students) to both semiconductor devices and to mathematical analysis tools (here MATLAB which would then be used by the students later on in more advanced subjects).

Three different teaching and learning scenarios are presented and the integration of MATLAB into a computer aided learning (CAL) environment that has been custom developed are provided:

Firstly, students undertake experiments in a traditional learning scenario. In the laboratory, electronic circuits using semiconductor devices are built and tested. Experimental results are then taken and analysed using MATLAB; specifically, results are entered into arrays (the term array used here to mean a $1 \times m$ matrix) within MATLAB which then allows these results to be analysed and graphically plotted. These results are also compared to the ideal mathematical equations for the devices considered (specifically diodes and transistors). Hence, the learning experience naturally includes an introduction to concepts such as scalar types and arrays (in a generic context, matrices and matrix manipulation), building and manipulating equations, manipulating experiment results, results comparison, graphical plotting and m-files. The student therefore gains experience in both electronic hardware build and test, and results analysis using MATLAB. This is suitable for electronic and computer engineering students at an introductory level. This idea is depicted in figure 1.

Secondly, students undertake experiments using computer aided learning (CAL) environment. The experiment electronic hardware is pre-built and connected to a PC via an experiment interface electronics unit (essentially a computer port connection such as RS-232 (readily extended to USB) interface that allows for analogue voltages to be created and sampled in the same manner as would manually be done, but now through a software graphical user interface (GUI)). The student therefore gains experience in computer control of experiments and results analysis using MATLAB. This is suitable for electronic and computer engineering students at an introductory level who would not necessarily need to physically build electronic hardware. This idea is depicted in figure 2.

Thirdly, students undertake experiments via a distance mode of learning in that they access the experiment electronic hardware and MATLAB via an Internet browser. This arrangement forms a remote laboratory whereby the experiment is controlled and results accessed remotely and via an Internet browser. Essentially, the CAL arrangement identified in figure 2 is “web enabled” – that is made accessible via the Internet. The student gains therefore experience in computer control and results analysis using MATLAB, but in a distance mode of learning. This idea is depicted in figure 3.

The above three teaching and learning scenarios provide ways in which MATLAB can be integrated into a flexible teaching and learning environment. However, given that the idea here is that both the use of MATLAB and the electrical characteristics of basic semiconductor devices are to be introduced, the structure of the laboratory experiments must be carefully considered. For example, it would be necessary to introduce the basic concepts of MATLAB
as well as the key commands to be used before attempting to analyse experiment data. One possible laboratory experiment flow is shown in figure 4.

**Figure 1.** The traditional learning scenario

**Figure 2.** The computer aided learning scenario

**Figure 3.** Remote user access via an Internet browser learning scenario
The development of the hardware-software infrastructure and use of the three above teaching and learning scenarios are introduced here with reference to an experiment consisting of a BAT86 Schottky barrier diode [2] and are presented in this chapter. The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows:

Section 2: The use of MATLAB within an education environment

The use of MATLAB as an aid to teaching and learning for a wide range of engineering and scientific applications is presented. A rationale for using MATLAB is provided and how it may be used is identified. Reference is made to the teaching and learning in the computer and electronic engineering disciplines.

Section 3: Teaching and learning semiconductor device fundamentals

The teaching of semiconductor device fundamentals at an introductory level within the university sector is presented with reference to current teaching undertaken by the authors. The need for teaching semiconductor devices and their application in the electronics and microelectronic industries is provided, along with the need to relate the theory to real (practical) devices through the use of suitable laboratory experiments undertaken by the students. The use of MATLAB as an integrated mathematical analysis tool is presented where theory and practice are compared.
Section 4: Case study 1: at presence learning (stand alone experiments)

The use of MATLAB is presented whereby physical circuits with the semiconductor devices of interest are developed and tested by the student. Results are then entered into MATLAB and analysis undertaken, comparing the real devices with their mathematical ideal models. Current and voltage relationships are then identified. The student gains hands-on experience with both electronic hardware and computer based software.

Section 5: Case study 2: at presence learning (computer aided learning (CAL))

The use of MATLAB is presented as in case study 1, but now pre-built experiments are accessed through a custom software application and the experiments are accessed via a PC interfaced electronic hardware arrangement. The student concentrates on the MATLAB and software side of the experiment activity.

Section 6: Case study 3: remote laboratory access (for distance based learners)

The use of MATLAB is presented as in case study 2, but now the interface is via a remote laboratory arrangement, accessed via an Internet browser and web server arrangement. With this arrangement, remote learners are supported.

Section 7: Conclusions

Conclusions to the work that has been undertaken are presented.

Section 8: References

References used in the development of the chapter are provided.

2. The use of MATLAB within an education environment

2.1. Introduction

MATLAB is an invaluable tool for use within the engineering disciplines for education, research and industrial purposes. In this chapter, the use of MATLAB is presented and discussed within a university education context. MATLAB is an almost universal tool for engineering education. It provides a cost-effective what if platform where users can manipulate and explore functions to discover and explore the response of a system. Here, the system is an electronic circuit where the focus of the circuit operation is discovering and exploring the behaviour of semiconductor devices.

2.2. Why use MATLAB?

MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive environment that enables a user to perform computationally intensive engineering and scientific calculations tasks faster than with traditional programming languages such as C. It includes a set of integrated graphics and plotting capabilities allowing users to visualise their data and analysis results and which can also be extended by the user to suit his or her own needs. As such, it provides the student and practising engineer with a suite of useful tools for analysing and solving engineering related problems. For semiconductor devices made from semiconductor
materials such as silicon, which the work discussed in this chapter are aim at exploring, MATLAB is the perfect tool to use as it allows the student to undertake directed and self study activities, even outside laboratory. As the calls for innovation and creativity become stronger, students cannot afford to limit their experiments and exploration within physical laboratory. By integrating MATLAB within experiments and the course syllabus, it supports self-directed learning and also does not cost anything to make mistakes!

### 2.3. Important concepts to introduce

With the integration of MATLAB into a course syllabus, there is a need to identify the key concepts to introduce and for the students to practice. It is therefore important for the course developer to ensure that there is a seamless integration of MATLAB into the course syllabus and for there to be a clear focus on why and how this mathematical analysis tool is used. Therefore the course developer needs to consider a wide range of aspects including:

1. **The role of MATLAB**
   Why is MATLAB utilised in the course with a focus on the engineering discipline concerned? How would there be a suitable and seamless integration of the analysis tool with the core engineering topics in the course? How much time should be allocated to the teaching and learning of MATLAB core concepts Vs the use of MATLAB to solve engineering problems?

2. **What is important for electronic and computer engineering students**
   Why utilise mathematical analysis tools in electronic and computer engineering and how can they be used to support the practicing engineer? With MATLAB being introduced to the students for the first time, how can this support more advanced engineering topics? For example, MATLAB with its toolbox Simulink is widely used in control engineering and where students are introduced to control engineering concepts, their knowledge of MATLAB from this introductory course could be used to allow the teaching of the control engineering to concentrate on using MATLAB rather than reintroducing the core MATLAB concepts.

3. **Consider a stand-alone module (i.e., just MATLAB) or integrate MATLAB into subject (as considered here)**
   The introduction to students of MATLAB can be either the main focus of a course whereby the introduction to MATLAB is the purpose of the course, or MATLAB can be introduced as a tool to use in supporting engineering disciplines. Whilst allocating a complete course to MATLAB would allow students to consider both the introductory concepts and the more advanced concepts (such as the use of the toolboxes), it might not necessarily provide a link to the use of this tool in solving engineering discipline specific problems. It also means that valuable and restricted time within the overall programme of study (the available time needs to be allocated to many different aspects of engineering) which should be focused on the specific engineering discipline is not necessarily allocated to the focus area of the overall programme of study. The alternative approach, as considered here, is to provide a more generic introduction to
the tool before using it to solve problems relating to a specific electronic and computer engineering discipline, namely semiconductor devices.

4. Navigating the MATLAB desktop
   The MATLAB desktop provides the method in which a user interfaces to MATLAB and hence a working knowledge of the desktop must be obtained. However, learning the structure of the desktop should not become the focus of the learning and so detract from learning how to use the tool to solve real engineering problems.

5. Dealing with errors
   When learning how to use any software application and a new language, errors in the use of the software application, along with syntax and semantic errors with the language will inevitably be experienced by the student. How to deal with these errors can be a daunting task for a student and so the prompt correcting of these errors would be important. It would be expected that there would be a common set of errors encountered by many students and so many errors should be readily identifiable and corrected.

6. Matrix manipulation
   Within MATLAB, everything is treated as a matrix. Hence, the students would need to revise their previous learning of matrices and apply the concepts within the MATLAB environment, learning how to create and manipulate matrices using the native syntax. For example, a common problem encountered when learning how to use MATLAB is in the multiplication of matrices (for example, such as determining the square of an \( n \times m \) matrix named \( y \) if attempting to use the command \( y^2 \) directly and \( y \) is not a square matrix).

7. Command line entry Vs m-files
   The starting point of learning the tool is how to effectively use the MATLAB command line for data and command entry. Once the basic concepts are learnt, the use of m-files (both script m-files and function m-files \([3]\)) can then be introduced and from there onwards, m-files may become a more convenient manner in which to enter data and commands.

8. Arithmetic operators
   The use of arithmetic operators (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, left division, power) when considering scalar values (\( 1 \times 1 \) matrices) and matrices (\( n \times m \) matrices). How the arithmetic operations are undertaken – operations undertaken on the complete matrix or matrix element-by-element in turn. This requires a working knowledge of matrix algebra.

9. Logical operators
   The use of logical operators (less than, less than or equal to, greater than, greater than or equal to, equal to, not equal to, logical AND, logical OR) for determining conditions of the variables within the MATLAB workspace.

10. Functions
    A number of mathematical functions are available to create equations (including absolute value, square root, sine (value in radians), cosine (value in radians), tangent
(value in radians), the exponential operator, the logarithmic operator, the value of pi (Π), the imaginary unit (i or j = √(-1)).

11. Program (flow) control
Program (flow) control allows for the development of scripts that control how the script (program) operates depending on specific conditions. There are three types of control statement in MATLAB, along with a program termination statement: conditional control, loop control, error control and the program termination statement return. Conditional control statements are if (together with else and elseif) and switch (together with case and otherwise) to execute MATLAB statements based on some logical condition. Loop control statements are for to execute MATLAB statements a fixed number of times, while to execute MATLAB statements an indefinite time based on some logical condition and continue to pass control to the next iteration of the for loop or while loop in which it appears and skips any remaining statements in the body of the loop. Error control (try ... catch) changes the flow control if an error is detected during execution. The program termination statement return causes execution to return to the invoking function.

12. 2D and 3D plotting
MATLAB includes a large number of plotting functions which allow the user to view their data as both two-dimensional (2D) plots and three-dimensional (3D) plots.

13. MATLAB toolboxes
Whilst probably not appropriate to include in an introductory course, the MATLAB toolboxes such as Simulink and DSP toolbox provide for powerful extensions to the basic MATLAB commands and would typically be used in more advanced courses. For example, Simulink is widely used in the control engineering discipline and, with its block diagram graphical model generation approach, provides for a useful and important tool for the engineer.

14. Integration of other languages
Whilst probably not appropriate to include in an introductory course, the ability to create MATLAB scripts which interact with code developed in other languages (such as FORTAN, C/C++ and Java) provide for a useful extension and enhanced flexibility in the use of MATLAB for system modelling and analysis.

15. Graphical user interface (GUI) development
MATLAB provides for the ability to create graphical user interfaces which allow the user to interact with MATLAB through a suitable user interface rather than the command prompt or directly writing m-files.

16. Dealing with terminology
Finally, as with anything that the engineer is involved in, there is a need to learn and correctly use the terminology specific to the domain that is being worked in.
3. Teaching and learning of semiconductor device fundamentals

For electronic and computer engineers, the use of semiconductor devices is integral to everything that they do, whether they design electronic circuits using semiconductor devices or program processors to control specific electronic circuits. Whilst practising engineers may not necessarily investigate the physics of the devices on a day-to-day basis, it is essential that they understand the behaviour of the devices at the material level (how they behave and why) in order to use these devices effectively within the electronic circuits they design or use. There are therefore two key aspects to the teaching and learning of semiconductor device fundamentals:

1. The **theory underpinning the device operation** – what is happening at the physical material level and how the behaviour can be related to device terminal behaviour in terms of voltages and currents (the development of theoretical mathematical models for idealised and more realistic device models).

2. How the **device terminal behaviour in terms of voltages and currents** (using the developed idealised and more realistic device models) can be used in practical and useful electronic circuits.

For example, consider an introduction to diodes. Both semiconductor (p-n junction) and Schottky barrier (metal-semiconductor contact) diodes are encountered and so must be introduced. The concepts identified in these devices (such as a.c. signal rectification) would then be extended to more complex devices such as transistors, thyristors, triacs and integrated circuits (ICs).

Consider the Schottky barrier diode. The initial starting point is the structure and underlying mathematical equations (current-voltage (I-V) relationship) for this device. These are summarised in figure 5.

The starting point for understanding the device operation would need to introduce semiconductor materials, what their properties are and how they can be considered to behave (electrons and holes as charge carriers, intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors, and the effects material doping [4, 5]). Based on these principles then the behaviour of the metal-semiconductor contact can be introduced and developed:

1. The behaviour of the materials around the contact junction and away from the contact junction at thermal equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions (forward bias and reverse bias conditions).

2. The differences between ohmic and rectifying contacts. It is the rectifying contact (allowing current to flow through the metal-semiconductor contact under forward bias conditions but blocking current flow under reverse bias conditions) that would be of interest in the Schottky barrier diode discussions.

3. The current-voltage (I-V) relationship at forward and reverse bias conditions at the anode and cathode device terminals would be developed and the use of the diode in
electronic circuits would be introduced and discussed. Reference would initially be made to a rectifier circuit using the diode and a resistor connected in series as shown in figure 6(a) [note that the standard diode symbol is shown here rather than the Schottky barrier diode symbol].

![Schematic symbol with diode current and voltage in forward bias identified](image1)

**Diode equations (forward and reverse bias)**

\[
I_D = I_S \left[ e^{\left(\frac{qV_D}{n k T}\right)} - 1 \right]
\]

\[
I_D = -I_S
\]

![Simplified structure for n-type semiconductor diode](image2)

**Figure 5.** Schottky barrier diode summary (n-type semiconductor type)

With reference to the diode rectifier circuit (figure 6(a)), this can be modelled mathematically for both forward bias and reverse bias in MATLAB to show the principle of operation. A sample m-file for modelling and simulating the Schottky barrier diode is shown in listing 1 and the output plot is shown in figure 7. Note that this code works for versions of MATLAB after v6.5. Here:

1. An idealised diode model is created which has a forward voltage drop of 0.3 V \((V_d)\) when conducting (line 14).
2. The resistor \((R)\) is set to 2 \(\Omega\) for illustration purposes (line 15).
3. A sine wave voltage source \((V_{in})\) is created with an amplitude of 1 V and ten complete cycles of the sine wave are generated (lines 17 to 22).
4. The resistor voltage drop in forward bias and reverse bias is calculated (lines 24 to 30).
5. The resistor current and hence the diode current \((I_d)\) is calculated (line 32).
6. Four sub-plots are created with time along the x-axis (lines 38 to 73). There is then a delay of five seconds before the script code continues (line 74).
7. The plotted values are scrolled across the sub-plots (lines 80 to 90).
Figure 6. Basic test circuits for diodes and transistors

(a) Diode: forward and reverse bias modes of operation

(b) Bipolar Junction Transistor: npn (left) and pnp (right)

(c) Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor: N-channel (left) and P-channel (right)

(d) Junction Field Effect Transistor: N-channel (left) and P-channel (right)
function Schottky_animation()


clear Degrees Time R Vin Vr Vd Id;

Vd = 0.3;
R = 2;

for (j=0:1:9)
    for (k=1:1:360)
        Vin(k + (j* 360)) = 1.0 * sind(k - 1);
        Time(k + (j* 360)) = (k + (j * 360)) / 360;
    end
end

for (i=1:1:length(Vin))
    if (Vin(i) > 0.3)
        Vr(i) = (Vin(i) - Vd);
    else
        Vr(i) = 0;
    end
end

Id = (Vr / R);

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
figure('Name', 'Ideal Schottky Diode Half-Wave Rectifier Circuit', ...
    'OuterPosition',[scrsz(3)/8 scrsz(4)/16 (3 * (scrsz(3)/4)) (15 * (scrsz(4)/16))])

ha(1) = subplot(4,1,1);
plot(Time, Vin,'YDataSource', 'Vin');
hold on;
grid;
plot(Time, Vr, 'r', 'YDataSource', 'Vr');
title ('\textit{Time Vs Vin & Vr}', 'Color','k', 'FontWeight', 'bold');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Vin & Vr (V)');

ha(2) = subplot(4,1,2);
plot(Time, Vin,'YDataSource','Vin');
grid;
In figure 7 then:

1. Time is plotted on the horizontal axis.
2. The top plot shows the input sine wave voltage \((Vin)\) and the half-wave rectified voltage across the resistor \((Vr)\) are plotted on the vertical axis.
3. The second plot shows the input voltage \((Vin)\).
4. The third plot shows the resistor voltage \((Vr)\).
5. The bottom plot shows the diode current \((Id)\).

Listing 1. Schottky barrier diode model – MATLAB m-file code to show signal rectification

```matlab
title ('\textit{Time Vs Vin}', 'Color','b', 'FontWeight', 'bold');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Vin (V)');
ha(3) = subplot(4,1,3);
plot(Time, Vr, 'r', 'YDataSource', 'Vr');
grid;
title ('\textit{Time Vs Vr}', 'Color','r', 'FontWeight', 'bold');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Vr (V)');
ha(4) = subplot(4,1,4);
plot(Time, Id, 'm', 'YDataSource', 'Id');
grid;
title ('\textit{Time Vs Id}', 'Color','m', 'FontWeight', 'bold');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Id (A)');
linkaxes(ha, 'xy');
axis([0 3 -1.1 1.1]);
pause(5);

%%----------------------------------------
%% Create the scrolling plot
%%----------------------------------------
for k = 0:0.1:7
    refreshdata(ha(1),'caller');
    refreshdata(ha(2),'caller');
    refreshdata(ha(3),'caller');
    refreshdata(ha(4),'caller');
    axis([k (k + 3) -1.1 1.1]);
drawnow;
pause(0.5);
end
%%----------------------------------------
%% End of code
%%----------------------------------------
```
When the plot scrolls, after an initial delay of five seconds, it shows a similar waveform to that which would be seen on an oscilloscope display; it would be seen here that as time increments, the viewed waveforms scrolls across the screen. This shows how theoretical models can be created and analysed in MATLAB. Simulation however is only part of the overall story. Relating theory to the “real world” requires suitable the design, build and test of real circuits. Then, MATLAB could be used to analyse the results from a physical circuit prototype, and the theoretical model and practical circuits could be compared.

![Figure 7. Schottky barrier diode model – MATLAB plot from listing 1](image)

In more general terms, the above discussion flow would be extended to any semiconductor device, given the ability to create and measure the required range of voltage levels. For example, figure 6(b) shows a test circuit for a bipolar junction transistor (both npn and pnp types), figure 6(c) shows a test circuit for a metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor.
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(both N-channel an P-channel types) and finally, figure 6(d) shows a test circuit for a junction field effect transistor (both N-channel an P-channel types). These test circuits are suitable for the experimentation arrangements considered here. However, it is possible to create different test set-ups given the availability of suitable test and measurement equipment. Care however has to be taken in order to ensure that:

1. Suitable device types are used.
2. The applied voltages operate the devices in the intended modes of operation.
3. Damage to the devices would not occur in the physical test set-up if specified and used correctly (maximum device ratings are never encountered or exceeded).

Device damage would not occur in a simulated mathematical model, but could occur in a real device. For example, in N-channel JFET circuits, the gate-source voltage is to be zero or negative for correct device operation with the drain-source voltage zero or positive. The gate resistor (Rg) is included here to ensure that if a positive gate-source voltage were to be applied then the current through the JFET gate node would be limited to a safe value by suitable choice of the resistor value. When gate-source voltage is to be zero or negative, no current flows through the transistor gate (the p-n junction created is reverse biased) and for d.c. gate-source voltages, the resistor has no effect (although for a.c. signals the value of the resistor would affect the circuit operation).

4. Case study 1: The traditional learning scenario

This section will describe the use of the experiment via a traditional laboratory scenario. In this arrangement, the student builds a test circuit (either using a suitable solderless prototyping board or physically soldering the components to a suitable printed circuit board (PCB)) and runs a number of electrical tests on the electronic circuit. The tests are chosen to operate the particular device under the modes of operation that are of interest for the student to investigate. Once the tests have been completed, the student would plot the results (by-hand) on graph paper and then import the results into MATLAB for analysis and computer based graphing of the results. Here, it would then be possible to consider the physical process of setting-up an experiment, running the experiment and taking results before utilising a suitable mathematics tool for analysis purposes. However, the traditional manual way of plotting the graph from experiment data is slow and sometimes not convenient. Both the idealised (theoretical mathematical equation model) and the operation of an actual semiconductor device could then be analysed and compared, with differences between the practical device test results and idealised models analysed using MATLAB. Using the analysis tool to analyse the behaviour of and to plot the experiment data means that various analyses can be performed on the data and the results quickly plotted.

Within the teaching and learning of semiconductor device fundamentals, the basic devices to initially introduce to the student are the diode and transistor. To illustrate this, figure 8 shows the device to discuss here, the Schottky barrier diode. The circuit here shows the BAT86 Schottky barrier diode in a forward bias mode of operation. In this mode of operation, when the input voltage applied is positive, the diode will allow the flow of
current through the load resistor and the diode will have a voltage drop of approximately
0.3 V when conducting (the actual device voltage drop being dependent on the level of
current flowing through the diode). If the diode is connected in the reverse direction, the
reverse bias mode of operation will be encountered and the diode will block the flow of
current until a reverse bias junction breakdown voltage is encountered at which point the
diode will conduct current. In reverse bias junction breakdown, if the current flow is not
limited then damage to the diode will occur.

![Diagram of BAT86 Schottky diode experiment (forward bias)]

The I-V mathematical model characteristic of the diode in figure 9 shows both the expected
forward and reverse bias modes of operation and the ideal device equation are also noted:

Forward bias:

\[ I_D = I_S \left( e^{(qV_D/nkT)} - 1 \right) \]

Reverse bias (prior to breakdown):

\[ I_D = -I_S \]

Here:
- \( I_D \) is the diode current.
- \( I_S \) is the diode saturation current.
- \( q \) is the charge on an electron.
- \( V_D \) is the forward bias diode voltage drop.
- \( n \) is the ideality factor and is set to 1.
- \( k \) is Boltzmann’s constant.
- \( T \) is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.
The current-voltage (I-V) relationship that should be encountered during an experiment is that as shown in figure 9. The regions of operation of interest are the forward bias (to the right of the I_D-axis) and the reverse bias (to the left of the I_D-axis) prior to reverse bias junction breakdown.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 9.** Schottky diode I-V characteristic (before reverse bias junction breakdown is encountered)

In forward bias, the diode current increases in an exponential manner with a linear increase in diode voltage. The diode voltage is around 0.3 V when current flows through the device, the exact value of diode voltage dependent on the value of the diode current. In reverse bias and prior to reverse bias breakdown occurring, the diode current is essentially independent of the diode voltage and is approximately the value of the saturation current (I_S). This effect can readily be modelled in MATLAB as shown in listing 2, here using the for loop in the calculation of the diode current for set values of diode voltage.

For comparison purposes, from the BAT86 Schottky barrier diode datasheet, the diode parameters can be identified. These are summarised in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Maximum value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forward bias</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward bias voltage drop</td>
<td>Forward current = 0.1 mA</td>
<td>300 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward current = 1 mA</td>
<td>380 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward current = 10 mA</td>
<td>450 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward current = 30 mA</td>
<td>600 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward current = 100 mA</td>
<td>900 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reverse bias</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse bias current</td>
<td>Reverse bias voltage = 40 V</td>
<td>5 μA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** BAT86 Schottky barrier diode [2] datasheet forward and reverse bias parameters
In listing 2, both the forward bias mode of operation and the reverse bias mode of operation are modelled and plotted, where:

- The forward bias voltage is $V_{d_{\text{forward}}}$.
- The forward bias current is $I_{d_{\text{forward}}}$.
- The reverse bias voltage is $V_{d_{\text{reverse}}}$.
- The reverse bias current is $I_{d_{\text{reverse}}}$.

One way in which the ideal device equations can be modelled in MATLAB is shown in listing 2:

```matlab
%%---------------------------------------------------------------------
%%-- Schottky barrier diode forward bias equation
%%-- x-axis scaling (voltage) from 0 V to +0.8 V
%%---------------------------------------------------------------------
Vd_forward = (0:0.01:0.8)
T = 300
k = 1.38066e-23
q = 1.60218e-19
Is_sch = 1e-9
n = 1.0
for i=(1:1:length(Vd_forward))
    Id_forward = Is_sch * (exp((q * Vd_forward)/(n * k * T)) - 1)
end

%%---------------------------------------------------------------------
%%-- Schottky barrier diode reverse bias equation
%%-- x-axis scaling (voltage) from 0 V to -10.0 V
%%---------------------------------------------------------------------
Vd_reverse = (0:-0.01:-10.0)
Is_sch = 1e-9
for i = (1:1:length(Vd_reverse))
    Id_reverse = -Is_sch
end

%%-- End of code
```

Listing 2. Calculating the forward and reverse bias operation of the Schottky diode
These values and equations can be entered into MATLAB and plots of the I-V characteristic can be produced (by adding code for plotting the results to the code shown in listing 2).

Figure 10 shows a figure where the forward and reverse bias diode characteristics are plotted. The top subplot shows the forward and reverse bias characteristic (\( V_D \) shown from -10 V to +0.6 V) and the bottom two subplots show the forward bias characteristic zooming in on different ranges of \( V_D \). Hence, specific areas of device operation can easily be identified from the overall set of data and individual plots created for understanding and analysis purposes.

The experiment can then be prototyped on a solderless prototyping board as shown in figure 11. Connecting this circuit to a dual d.c. power supply and digital voltmeter will provide all the necessary circuitry and equipment to undertake the experiment shown in figure 8. Table 2 shows the forward bias results (measuring \( V_{in} \) and \( V_r \), and calculating \( V_d \) and \( I_d \)). Table 3 shows the reverse bias results. Both sets of diode currents are calculated using the calculated resistor current and the actual measured resistor value (\( R_m = 997 \Omega \)).
The measured values of voltage \((V_{in} \text{ and } V_{r})\) can be entered into MATLAB and the diode voltage and current \((V_d \text{ and } I_d)\) can then be calculated. The results can be entered into MATLAB and plotted with the MATLAB m-file code as shown in listing 3. Note also that the actual resistance value \((R_m)\) of the 1 k\(\Omega\) resistor was used in the current calculation in order to account for the tolerance of the resistor used. Figure 12 shows the resulting MATLAB plot with the forward bias shown on the top sub-plot and the both forward and reverse bias shown on the bottom sub-plot.
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Vin (V) || Vr (V)  
\[ V_d = (Vin - Vr) \ (V) \]  
\[ Id = Ir = \left( \frac{Vr}{Rm} \right) \ (A) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured (to nearest 1 mV)</th>
<th>Measured (to nearest 1 mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.637</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculated (to nearest 1 mV)</th>
<th>Calculated (to nearest 1 µA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>269 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.227 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.717 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.211 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.705 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.200 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.696 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.193 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.689 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.186 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.683 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.181 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.679 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.177 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.674 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.173 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.671 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.169 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.666 mA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Diode forward bias test results
### Table 3. Diode reverse bias test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vin (V)</th>
<th>Vr (V)</th>
<th>Vd = -(Vin – Vr) (V)</th>
<th>Id = -Ir = -(Vr / Rm) (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```matlab
%%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%%-- BAT86 Schottky barrier diode test
%%-----------------------------------------------------------------------
%%-------------------------------------
%% Test conditions
%%-------------------------------------
Rm = 997
```
Vin = [0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10]

%%-------------------------------------
%% Diode in forward bias
%%-------------------------------------
Vd_forward = (Vin - Vr_forward)
Id_forward = (Vr_forward / Rm)

%%-------------------------------------
%% Diode in reverse bias
%%-------------------------------------
Vr_reverse = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
Vd_reverse = -(Vin - Vr_reverse)
Id_reverse = -(Vr_reverse / Rm)

%%-------------------------------------
%% Plot results
%%-------------------------------------
subplot(2, 1, 1)
plot(Vd_forward, Id_forward, 'k')
hold on
grid
plot(Vd_forward, Id_forward, 'o')
title('Vd Vs Id for measured BAT86 Schottky Barrier Diode (forward bias)')
xlabel('Vd (V)')
ylabel('Id (A)')
subplot(2, 1, 2)
plot(Vd_forward, Id_forward, 'k')
hold on
grid
plot(Vd_reverse, Id_reverse, 'r')
plot(Vd_reverse, Id_reverse, 'o')
title('Vd Vs Id for measured BAT86 Schottky Barrier Diode')
xlabel('Vd (V)')
ylabel('Id (A)')

%%------------------------------------------------------------------------
%%-- End of BAT86 Schottky barrier diode test
%%------------------------------------------------------------------------

Listing 3. M-file code for entering and plotting the test results for the BAT86 Schottky barrier diode
In order to create the plots then there are three main parts to the m-file:

1. Entering the device test data (measured values) as scalar values and arrays:
   a. The measured resistor value \( R_m \) (line 9).
   b. The input voltage values \( V_{in} \) (line 11).
   c. The measured resistor voltage with the diode in forward bias \( V_{r\_forward} \) (lines 17 and 18).
   d. The measured resistor voltage with the diode in reverse bias \( V_{r\_reverse} \) (lines 27 and 28).

2. Creating the equations to determine the diode voltage and current values:
   a. The diode voltage in forward bias \( V_{d\_forward} \) (line 20).
   b. The diode current in forward bias \( I_{d\_forward} \) (line 21).
   c. The diode voltage in reverse bias \( V_{d\_reverse} \) (line 30).
   d. The diode current in reverse bias \( I_{d\_reverse} \) (line 31).

3. Plotting the currents and voltages on a single figure using subplots (lines 37 to 58).
5. Case study 2: Computer aided learning scenario

This section will describe the use of the experiment via a computer interface. In this arrangement, the student does not build the circuit – the circuit experiment is pre-built and connected to a computer via a suitable computer serial port. In this discussion, the RS-232 serial port is used and this interfaces to the diode experiment via an interface circuit consisting of a suitably configured Spartan-3 field programmable gate array (FPGA) [6, 7] and digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) and analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) arrangement.

This structure of the hardware and software interface is shown in figure 13.

![Tester hardware interface set-up](image)

Figure 13. Tester hardware interface set-up

Here, the PC connects to an FPGA prototyping board via an RS-232 interface. The FPGA prototyping board also houses a voltage level shifter circuit (the MAX3232 IC) to interface the RS-232 voltage levels to the FPGA +3.3 V power supply voltage levels. Digital inputs and outputs (I/O) of the FPGA then connect to an analogue I/O board. This houses a power supply, two DACs (providing two independent voltage outputs in the range -10 V to +10 V) and two ADCs (receiving two input voltages in the range 0 V to +10 V). The
analogue I/O board consists of a custom made printed circuit board (PCB) with an on-board BAT86 Schottky barrier diode experiment and a connector to interface to additional experiments.

Figure 14 shows the manufactured PCB in more detail. It is of course possible to utilise an existing hardware arrangement rather than designing a custom made solution.

In addition, the computer runs a suitably designed software application which gives the user access to the tester hardware. It is possible to use any suitable programming language (including the MATLAB GUI (Graphical User Interface) builder) to provide for a user interface and suitable software applications to access to the computer RS-232 port. However, here, a Visual Basic [8] application was used with Visual Basic here being the language of preference. Figure 15 shows the GUI as designed. The user selects the experiment (diode in forward bias or reverse bias mode of operation) and then runs a test by setting the input voltage ($V_{in}$) to apply to the circuit and then sending this to the experiment. The results from the experiment then are displayed on the GUI.

On completion of the experiment, the experiment results are saved into an automatically generated MATLAB m-file template (essentially the input and output voltages are saved in arrays in the m-file). The user then edits the m-file (adding his or her own results analysis and plotting commands), and runs MATLAB to analyse the test results. Listing 4 shows an example m-file template automatically generated by the software application.
Figure 15. User interface GUI

Listing 4. Automatically generated m-file template

```matlab
% MATLAB template file for BAT86 Schottky barrier diode experiment.
% BAT86 Forward Bias mode of operation.
% Experiment undertaken on 13/01/2012 14:25:43

%%-------------------
%% Test Results
%%-------------------
R = 1e+3
Vin = [0, 0, 0]
Vr  = [0.00, 0.00, 0.00]

%%-------------------
%% Analysis section
%%-------------------
```
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The equipment set-up is shown in figure 16. Here, a laptop PC runs the software application and interfaces to the FPGA prototyping board via an RS-232 serial data link. The analogue I/O board operates on a +/-15 V d.c. power supply and test points are provided on the board to allow for the measurement of specific circuit voltages. The BAT86 Schottky barrier diode experiment is also incorporated on the analogue I/O (experiment) board.

Figure 16. Computer set-up
6. Case study 3: Distance education learning scenario

Increasingly, universities are providing access to courses in a distance mode of operation – that is students are not physically located within the institution, but learn from an alternative (remote) location. In the simplest terms, students are registered to study for a qualification within the institution but access course material (lecture notes and assignments) via a suitable Internet connection and learning management system (LMS) such as Moodle [9] or a custom LMS solution. However, such a simplistic statement does not tell the whole story.

In engineering and science, there is a need to undertake experiments and analyse experiment results. This is traditionally undertaken at-presence where the learner undertakes the experiment within the laboratory facilities hosted by the institution. This approach might not be possible for distance learners and so alternative approaches to providing access to experimentation have been developed – distance learning utilising remote experimentation accessed through a remote laboratory [10]. The role that distance learning now undertakes within the teaching and learning environments on a global scale has gained widespread acceptance over the last number of years. Textural based teaching material, enhanced with graphics and animation, is now supported through the use of remote experimentation. Remote experimentation is essentially physical laboratory experiments that are set-up to be accessible via the Internet. Many institutions and organisations now provide for their laboratory experimentation to be Internet-enabled, so providing access via a web browser for remote users who may be in a location in the world that provides the user with an Internet access capability. This has been shown to be of high value from university education through to E-Science applications [11].

Industry can also benefit from the concept of distance access and learning scenario. Imagine for example, a parent company which has invested heavily in expensive equipment, for example integrated circuit (IC) testers. When the company extends its operations into other locations, it does not then need not to invest in the same equipment again. This is where the remote logging into the tester for device testing and data collection purposes can be done, and the analysis can carried out using MATLAB. In another scenario, the after sales service of a product can be made more friendly, easier and cost effective. In traditional approach, when a machine is down (i.e., not operational due to a fault), the customer has to wait for the service engineer to arrive from another part of the world to repair the machine. Using the concept of distance access, the service engineer needs only to be remotely connected to the down machine and MATLAB can once again be useful to analysis the symptoms and suggest possible causes, along with solutions. Of course the symptom has to be first modelled accurately just like the diode and other devices are modelled.

Here and in this distance based learning scenario, the basic experimentation set-up and discussed in section 5 (Case study 2: computer aided learning scenario) can be modified to be accessible via the Internet. Essentially, a web-server arrangement (a WAMP (Windows, Apache [12], MySQL [13] and PHP [14])) system is set-up here and the experiment user
interface is via a series of Internet browser pages (web pages). Figure 17 shows the home page set-up for the experiment.

![BAT86 Schottky Diode Experiment](image)

**Figure 17. User interface (home page)**

In the user interface, the user is considered to already have successfully logged in to the remote laboratory via a username/password arrangement and is then given access to a diode experiment menu system (top of the page) for accessing different parts of the experiment. These options are identified in table 4. The user is prompted to access the different web pages in order to access different aspects of the experiment, including access to MATLAB via the web server arrangement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Option description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment home</td>
<td>Return to this (home) page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward bias</td>
<td>Run the diode forward bias experiment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse bias</td>
<td>Run the diode reverse bias experiment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB analysis</td>
<td>Create a MATLAB function to enter and analyse the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>experiment results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>View the results from previously run experiments and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MATLAB analyses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further reading</td>
<td>List of references (which can be added to by users).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User area</td>
<td>Area to allow users to add notes for all users to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logout</td>
<td>Log out from the overall remote laboratory arrangement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. User interface options**

Welcome to the remote laboratory experiment system for learning the concepts behind the operation of the Schottky Barrier diode.

To use this experiment, click on the above learning module titles in order to access the learning module material. In this experiment, the BAT86 diode will be used.

You can also add your own references to the **Further reading** section and add notes/comments to the **User area**.
In order to run an experiment, the user chooses the diode in forward bias or reverse bias mode of operation via the top menu system. Figure 18 shows the forward bias experiment web page. This provides for an introduction to the experiment and an area to enter the values of the input voltage \((V_{\text{in}})\) to apply to the test circuit. This is via an HTML form seen to the right of the page. All values are entered into the form and then submitted to the web server (and hence the experiment) using the \textit{Submit} button.

![Forward Bias Experiment Page](image)

\textbf{Figure 18.} Remote submission of diode forward bias experiment input voltage values

Figure 19 shows the reverse bias experiment web page. This page has the same form as the forward bias experiment, except now on submission of the input voltage values, the reverse bias experiment is selected rather than the forward bias experiment.

As the experiments are performed remotely with the experiment electronic hardware connected to the web server PC, the user has a much more restricted and controlled access to the experiment. In this arrangement, the experiment is run on the remote web server and the results are accessible via a web page. Here, the user does not have interactive control of the experiment, rather they submit their values and the web server treats this as a job to complete, allowing the same experiment to be used by multiple users without the need for the user to pre-book the experiment.
Figure 19. Remote submission of diode reverse bias experiment input voltage values

Figure 20 shows the experiment results page that the user sees. Their submitted test values and the experiment results are available as hypertext links via this web page. Hence, the user can see the text based experiment results which would then be used in MATLAB to analyse the results.

The MATLAB analysis is undertaken by entering the code for a MATLAB function into a form on the web page and then submitting the function to the web server for remote processing. On completion of the processing, the results are available for the user to access.

In figure 21, a template form for the MATLAB code as a function is automatically presented to the student and they complete the function with their own comments. This is shown in more detail in figure 22 and listing 5. The user does not modify this code structure, but inserts their own code between the “% Start of user commands” and “% End of user commands” comments.

On submission of the completed form, the code is automatically saved in a function m-file, MATLAB automatically executes the m-file commands and the results are saved to suitable results files.
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Figure 20. Viewing experiment results

Figure 21. Remote submission of MATLAB commands to web server for remote processing
The function template code is shown in listing 5. On submission, this function is saved into the m-file and MATLAB is executed on the web server PC. In order to handle possible errors in the submitted code, then the `try – catch` error control is used.

```matlab
function Remote_Run()
    try
        %------------------------------------
        % Start of user commands
        %------------------------------------
        %------------------------------------
        % End of user commands
        %------------------------------------
        exit
    catch
        exit
    end
```

**Listing 5.** MATLAB function template

**Figure 22.** Remote submission of MATLAB commands to web server for remote processing
Two important aspects of using MATLAB in this manner are:

1. MATLAB is run remotely on a different computer and so any instant visual feedback that a user would see when running MATLAB on his or her own computer is not immediately available.

2. If any errors are encountered in the user provided code, MATLAB must exit "gracefully" and not simply crash. It must also be able to provide suitable error feedback to the user.

To this extent, the above function template captures and reports errors, and the text feedback that would normally be seen in the MATLAB Command Window is automatically outputted to a text log file (and this file is available via the Results Page).

A third aspect of using MATLAB in this manner is that any figures to plot the results would not be seen if simply the plot(x, y) command was used.

To this extent, whenever a figure plot is to be produced, this will need to be saved as an image file (using the commands of the form shown in listing 6) and if the image file is in JPEG format, it will be displayed in the Results page along with the MATLAB log file and the uploaded analysis code.

Listing 6. MATLAB: plotting the figure to a JPEG image file

Here in listing 6, a figure is created and plotted to (along with the annotation required by the user). Here, a figure called figH is created and plots the variables Vd_forward and Id_forward along with a figure title and axis labels. This is then saved to an image file in JPEG format with the file name Figure1.jpg.

Once an analysis has been undertaken, the results are available for viewing on the results page in the format as shown in figure 23. Here, the analysis run name (a unique run name), the image files produced, the generated MATLAB m-file and the MATLAB log file are available for viewing.
Figure 23. MATLAB analysis results access

The user can click on the computer mouse on the image and this shows the full-size figure in a new browser window. Where the user runs an m-file to create multiple figures and save these as image files, each generated image file is shown in the results window and is therefore accessible. The image file can then be saved to the student’s own computer for later inclusion in experiment reports.

In this work, the infrastructure to support the use of MATLAB to be accessed via an Internet browser page is developed and discussed.

A final comment to make however relates to the use of the MATLAB software license where MATLAB runs on a particular computer, but is accessed remotely from a separate computer. It is not the intention to discuss specifics about the use of the software license and if there is any doubt about the use of the license in this mode then the provider of the license should be consulted.

7. Conclusions

This chapter has presented and discussed the use of MATLAB within an education environment with reference to the teaching and learning of semiconductor device fundamentals. Specifically, MATLAB can be integrated into the education curriculum as a tool to provide specific analysis and results presentation operations, these being (i) physical electronic circuit test results data entry, analysis and graphical plotting; (ii) idealised device characteristic equation modelling and graphical plotting; (iii) comparisons between idealised and actual device performance; and (iv) documentation preparation purposes. In
this work, consideration was given to the use of MATLAB in three teaching and learning scenarios; (i) at-presence “traditional” laboratory experiments; (ii) at-presence computer aided learning laboratories; and (iii), distance based remote access to laboratory experiments. Each scenario was introduced and the development of the laboratory experiments discussed. The physical infrastructure (electronic hardware and software) was identified and the role in which technology is utilised in the education environment was presented. In particular, the way in which MATLAB was considered to be used and how it was integrated into custom developed education technology tools were highlighted. The discussions were based on the evaluation of the Schottky barrier diode, specifically the BAT86 Schottky barrier diode. However, the discussions, arguments and experimentation hardware and software can be readily adapted to other forms of semiconductor devices.
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